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‘Twas the Night Before Appointments
and Endorsements
By Rev. Donald L. Perryman, Ph.D.
The Truth Contributor

Life is dotted with these kinds of interruptions. A day starts out normally, and life’s just humming along. Then something happens that immediately erases your plans.
- Tara Nieuwesteeg

December is year-end for the Democratic Party, a period after campaigning when it settles down for a long winter’s nap.
Just a couple of weeks ago, not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse.
Then, suddenly, without warning, Stephanie Eichenberg resigned from the
TPS board. Then, Lisa Sobecki announced her candidacy for Lucas County
Commissioner to create a crescendo of clatter. So, after hearing the noise,
quite naturally, I thought I should rise to investigate the matter.
This is what I found:
TPS is working on a tight turnaround to have Eichenberg’s replacement
selected before the Board’s organizational meeting in early January. A regular board meeting was scheduled for December 14, and a special board
meeting will take place on December 27. So, TPS will likely choose someone by the end of December 2021 at the latest.
Many people in the community (as well as in the Party), weary of the selection of board members from the comparatively plushy 43614 neighbor                     
There are certainly plenty of high-quality African Americans available
for the board seat.
As many as six ethnic minorities comprise the list of 10 applicants. They
        
   -

ernment and corporate employees, social workers, and registered nurses.
Rev. Randall Parker III, who previously served on the Board in April
2015, stands out prominently. Parker replaced Cecelia Adams, PhD, who
left to join Toledo City Council, but he lost his election bid to Perry Lefever, who has since left the Board. However, Lefever, who is not an eth               
Eichenberg.
Elgin Rogers, Jr. is also an outstanding candidate. Rogers currently
works for Lucas County and has served in high-level positions for the Lu  !    
TPS would undoubtedly prefer to hit the ground running and thus select
someone who can contribute without a steep learning curve. The Board
would not have to start from scratch with either Parker III or Lefevre. Both
know the Board’s procedures and understand how its processes work. If
appointed, each also has the existing political infrastructure to hold the seat
and get reelected.
While the TPS board appointment is intriguing, Lisa Sobecki’s surprising
candidacy to challenge incumbent Gary Byers for Lucas County Commis...continued on page 4

Wishing you a happy holiday season
and a healthful New Year,
from your friends at
Neighborhood Health Association.

South Side
Community
Health Center

Navarre Park
Family
Health Center

The Access
Center
NEIGHBORHOOD HEALTH ASSOCIATION

Holland
Health Care
Nexus
Health Care

At NHA, no one is turned away — regardless of ability to pay. To make us your primary care provider, contact us today.

419.214.5700 • nhainc.org
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Sir…Have You No Shame!
By Lafe Tolliver, Esq
Guest Column
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Contact Lafe Tolliver at tolliver@juno.com
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Community Home Loan
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YourStateBank.com
877.867.4218

JacQuelon C. Wilson
Community Development
Mortgage Loan Originator
C 419.508.0806
NMLS 1638079

JacQui.Wilson@YourStateBank.com

Subject to credit approval.

930 W. Market Street
Lima, OH 45805
1900 Monroe Street, Suite 108
Toledo, OH 43604
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Dear Mr. Stechschulte and Toledo School
Board Members:
I am writing seeking your consideration for appointment to the vacant Toledo City School Board
position. I am drawn to this post because of my
belief in the necessity of public education, and my
desire to support the board’s ongoing vision and
success.
It is my belief and my experience that public
education changes lives. I know this because it
changed my “life” and the lives of my peers as we
battled through the then “crack” epidemic. As we
traveled daily to school, navigating the corners of
Oakwood and Smead was not an easy task given
Elgin Rogers
the trappings of the neighborhood. However, along
with our families, teachers, coaches and community, we were encouraged to
keep pressing on until we achieved the goal of gaining a “good education.”
As a graduate of Lincoln elementary, Robinson Junior High school, and the
Jesup W. Scott High school, my character and strong academic skills were
developed which uniquely prepared me for great success in college. Having
earned both a Master of Arts degree from Indiana University, Bloomington,
IN, and a Bachelor of Arts Degree from Kent State University, Kent, OH,
which are both public institutions of higher education, I truly understand why,
         
My experience as an educator in higher education and working with K-12
students (Upward Bound see CV; AALC’s Johnnye Van Buren Warnsley
*    $        U   %          
affords me a perspective on education, curriculum, academic programming,
and student development that would be an asset to this body. My past and
ongoing support of the board’s membership, the board’s initiatives, and TPS
         &   $ &    
alongside this group.
K8          
  
units, and my understanding of the complexity of large organizations would
be an asset to the board. These experiences coupled with my knowledge of the
communities the district serves, my experiences as a volunteer at TPS schools
(Rogers High School 2015 & 2016; Scott High School 2010 & 2011; Rosa

Parks 2017 & 2018, & Leverette 2018 & 2019), and my success collaborating
with diverse groups to achieve short and long term goals - makes me the ideal
        
During the 2011 school year, I volunteered and participated in a series of
community meetings hosted by TPS. I observed the board and community
work to determine how to save our school system amid the unprecedented
challenges stemming from the great recession. It was because of this board’s
21st century vision and leadership that our school system survived and is
progressing today - even in the midst of ongoing attacks on public education.
As you all are fully aware in December of 2021 the board faces another unprecedented challenge i.e. another attack on public education given the recent
... continued on page 12
Perryman... continued from page 2
sioner, perhaps, sets off a political cataclysm.
Since being elected as State Representative, Sobecki has been a passion                    
issue. But, after two terms of hitting her head against the wall grappling
with an overwhelming Republican majority in Columbus, Sobecki eyes an
opportunity to come back home where she can make a difference.
Sobecki’s chances to successfully move from State Representative to
County Commissioner are excellent.
In Columbus, she currently serves as a ranking member on the House
Ways and Means Committee. In addition, she is active on the Primary
and Secondary Education Committee and the State and Local Government
Committee. She is also a former TPS board member, county employee, and
union representative.
However, what is most striking is that Sobecki may already have amassed
a war chest of at least $100,000 in the bank just to start.
It appears that Lisa has also garnered support and endorsements from
      N N X   N     '    X*%$!             
trades are a few who are already backing her. In addition, look for Tina
Butts and The Movement, Laborers International Union Local 500, and
possibly The Teamsters, all who haven’t yet decided but may also come
along.
X        #         ]     
over Byers, the incumbent. A challenger last got the Party endorsement
over a Lucas County Commissioner occupant in 2004 when the Party endorsed Pete Gerken over Harry Barlos.
One thing is for sure, endorsements are coming early in January.
      
          ing trades, “to their team just gave a whistle.”
9           <
And, “I heard them exclaim as they went out of sight,” HAPPY POLITICS TO ALL. AND TO ALL A GOOD NIGHT!
Contact Rev. Donald Perryman, PhD, at drdlperryman@centerofhopebaptist.org
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Food Assistance • Food Assistance • Food Assistance • Food Assistance • Food Assistance • Food Assistance • Food Assistance • Food Assistance

SNAP Is Still Fighting Hunger Among the
Elderly
Sojourner’s Truth Staff
City and agency leaders gathered on Wednesday at the J. Frank Troy Senior Center to emphasize the merits of the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance
Program for the elderly residents of the Toledo area and to encourage these
residents and their families to take advantage of a program that can provide
           
“Too many elderly in this area are not participating,” said Billie Johnson,
    '!   !          ence. “Some are too ashamed to let their families know,” she added.
+ >      !      9$ 
is ironic that the United States of America, the breadbasket of the world, has a
problem with food insecurity.”
#Y]            
the United States. Approximately 5.1 million older adult households use SNAP
but more than half of those who qualify for SNAP are not enrolled in the program.
“SNAP is not new and we hope it will remain for a while,” said Mayor Wade
Kapszukiewicz as he opened his remarks. He explained that “the reason we
are holding [this press conference] is that a high percentage of seniors in our
community aren’t taking advantage of this program … we have to overcome a
sense of shame that maybe older generations have … hunger and food insecurity is always heartbreaking.”
“We provide a large number of health care services to those who have trouble
accessing such services,” said Doni Miller, CEO of Neighborhood Health Association as she emphasized the “importance of food on the quality of life.”
#                  
overcoming their pride and asking for help. “A big part is getting folks who are
uncomfortable with reaching out to seek help and getting to those who don’t
      %           <
SNAP is available to the most at-risk citizens, including elderly and disabled.
Federal eligibility for the program is for those with gross incomes of up to 130

Mayor Wade Kapszukiewicz addresses SNAP availability

AOoA CEO Billie Johnson, AOoA Chairman Bill Harris, NHA CEO
Doni Miller
percent of the federal poverty line – a family of four, for example, can make
no more than $2,633 a month to become eligible.
*           !    %%
& %%        mation.
AOoA CEO Billie Johnson and Tina Williams, Director of Nutrition and
Wellness Program for AOoA

All financing subject to credit approval & membership eligibility.
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Rental Assistance • Rental Assistance • Rental Assistance • Rental Assistance • Rental Assistance • Rental Assistance • Rental Assistance

City of Toledo and Lucas County Announce
Relaunch of Rental Assistance Program
Sojourner’s Truth Staff
The second phase of the Emergency Rental and Utility Assistance Program
has launched. The program, funded by the American Rescue Plan of 2021, has
            
         
“Rental assistance is needed everywhere,” said Director of Neighborhoods
Rosalyn Clemens pointing to a map of Toledo during the announcement on
Thursday.
                         
                       
which will provide an additional $10.1 million.
“We don’t have to wait for the landlords to apply, tenants can go directly to
apply with a direct or indirect connection to COVID,” she explained. In addi      &       
round, is now for 18 months.
“I am thrilled to announce that the partnership that Lucas County began
with the City of Toledo in May to help residents across our community who
     &
                  
pandemic has been replenished with new funds,” said Lucas County Commissioner Tina Skeldon Wozniak. “We are grateful to announce the relaunch of
this critical county-wide program to alleviate the pressure and stress families
have about their unpaid rental payments, especially while we are in the middle
of the holiday season.”
“The Toledo-Lucas County Rental Assistance Program has been a lifeline to
many who were worried about keeping a safe and secure roof over their heads,

especially our most vulnerable residents, the
low income and communities of color,” said
Commissioner
Pete
Gerken. “Renters have
been among the hardest hit by the economic
crisis caused by COVID-19 and continue to
face a very challenging
Dept Neighborhoods Director Rosalyn Clemens
time. The restart of this
explains rental assistance program
program will keep thousands of Lucas County families in their homes, ensuring that they get back to
work without having to worry about missed rent payments and outstanding
utility bills.”
“With many tenants unable to pay rent or keep up with their utility expenses
and the federal eviction moratorium no longer in place, it is essential that we
help our renters weather the storm through this pandemic,” said Commissioner
Gary L. Byers. “We are continuing our partnership with the City of Toledo and
again utilizing the resources of NeighborWorks, Lutheran Social Services, and
Pathway to provide
“The City of Toledo is committed to making sure that residents who are at
... continued on page 13
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Business Assistance • Business Assistance • Business Assistance • Business Assistance • Business Assistance • Business Assistance

New Minority Business Assistance Center
Opens
Sojourner’s Truth Staff
The new Ohio Minority Business Assistance Center of Northwest Ohio,
hosted by The Institute for Social Justice at Union Institute and Mays & Associates, Ltd, in conjunction with the Ohio Department of Development hosted a ribbon-cutting ceremony on Friday December 10 at the Lucas County
Shared Services Building.
“This is a new beginning,” said Stayce Fowler, regional director of Ohio
K+%Y!Z%N  9Z                
have 60 clients and have 350 support hours so far. We are doing a great job.”
Ohio MBAC NOW-Toledo is being funded by a new grant from the Ohio
Department of Development, well over $1 million spread over the next two
years and more than twice the amount of the previous grant. It’s the largest
         
(L. to R.) Toledo Commissioner of Business Services Sandy Spang,
“Northwest Ohio can be a hub for the state,” said Shanda Gore, president/
LC Commissioner Tina Skeldon Wozniak, MBAC Regional Director
CEO of Mays & Associates and managing principal of Ohio MBAC NOWN  9N            %           - Stayce Fowler, MBAC Managing Principal Shanda Gore, Ohio Depart    ! K      ment of Development Stacy Cornett, LC Commissioner Gary Byers
organizations to obtain their highest customer-centered performance and an
enhanced global perspective through deeper understanding of Diversity& Inclusion and the NOW-Toledo program is the economic-focused area for us.”
Also present for the ceremony was Stacy Cornett, division manager of the
Ohio Department of Development Minority Business Development.
9Z   &         K+    
is to empower the community to succeed,” said Cornett during her remarks.
#      9            
support in all areas” of business expertise.
The Shared Services Building is a recently opened facility designed to house
     
*     
“You round us out and make sure there is business assistance,” said County
Commissioner Tina Skeldon Wozniak. “We want the business community to
know that there is a one-stop center.”
“This is good for our community and good for everyone,” added Commissioner Gary Byers. “Your success is our community’s success.”
Along with Mays & Associates, Ltd; The Institute for Social Justice at
Union Institute & University and the Lucas County Board of Commission... continued on page 12
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HAPPY HOLIDAYS FROM THE CENTER OF HOPE ELEVATE PROGRAM!

CENTER OF
HOPE ELEVATE
PROGRAM
Are you looking for constructive, FUN activities for
your children/students during the after-school hours?
Do you want the services of a company that has REAL
experience in education, IMPROVING student
academic performance, and in making sure they HAVE
FUN while learning?

ROBINSON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
1075 Horace, Toledo, Ohio 43606
Monday through Friday, 3:30 - 6:30pm
Serving Students of:
Old West End Elementary
Martin Luther King School for Boys

SYLVANIA FAMILY SERVICES
5440 Marshall Road, Sylvania Ohio 43560
Monday through Thursday, 3:30 - 6:30
Serving Students of:
Wernert Elementary
Jackman Elementary
Sylvan Elementary
Whiteford Elementary

Hillview Elementary
Maplewood Elementary
Central Trail Elementary

The program will include:
• Computer based reading/math enrichment
• Creative Writing
• Theater
• Dance
• Cooking Classes
• Recreation
• Movies
• Field Trips and more

FREE PROGRAM!
Dinner and snack provided.
Transportation provided TO THE
ELEVATE PROGRAM SITE for
qualifying schools.

TO ENROLL:
Call 419-461-3974

December 15, 2021
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Nan Whaley: Democratic Candidate for
Governor Addresses the Issues
By Fletcher Word
Sojourner’s Truth Editor
Dayton Mayor Nan Whaley, a Democrat, has
been at the helm of her hometown for seven years
     #     ing the midst of an opioid overdose crisis and, during her term, has encountered tornadoes, a mass
shooting, hate rallies staged by Indiana residents
and, of course, the COVID-19 pandemic.
By her estimate, Dayton has fared better than
most would have thought possible during her time
leading the city. She and her team have been dealing effectively with crime, for example, and developing an education plan that other communities would do well to emulate, indeed, some cities
already have.
Dayton Mayor Nan
In fact, she may have the opportunity to see that
Whaley
more communities do emulate such a plan. Whaley has kicked off her campaign for governor. Crime and education are but two of
the issues prominent in her platform – but very prominent indeed.
Bringing people together and police reform are the key elements of her ap     $F     `       
              
along with dozens of committed citizens.
More than 140 recommendations have been issued by the working groups with
an emphasis on ways to change recruitment and to improve relationships be           Z    
conversation with The Truth during her visit to Toledo.
“The relationship between police and the community has to be strong,” she
said. “That’s the work citizens are doing now – it’s hard, tough work.”
Whaley emphasizes that such work cannot be conducted behind closed doors
or without the input of the community. She takes issue with current Governor
Mike DeWine’s approach to dealing with crime and his partnering with Republican Representative Phil Plummer of Montgomery County merely to increase
funding without delving into root cause issues.
Plummer, Whaley noted, was sheriff of Montgomery County for 10 years and
lodged more civil rights complaints than any jurisdiction other than Cuyahoga
County.
“Both have spent their whole careers in a racist system, which is what the
criminal justice system is,” she said.
Whaley is also an advocate of the state taking an interest in those folks who
         
“The state licenses barbers and those who work in beauty salons, and nurses,”
  >     
     

 
          +    
jobs because of performance issues, can easily move from a big city position to
one in the suburbs or smally towns.
“The state can really engage in licensure,” said Whaley.
One of Whaley’s key efforts as mayor has been to develop a plan to actively
engage the city in education reform – pre-school education. The city has established a program, working through child-care centers, to offer high quality preschool education to four-year olds so they are better prepared when they enter
kindergarten.
The Dayton plan permits all families to enter their four-year olds in the program and working with the centers – as many of the centers as possible, has enabled the daycares to upgrade the quality of their educational programs. Initially,
whether centers had three stars or no stars, they were able to participate in the
program.
Now, said Whaley, “80 percent of our kids in Dayton are in a three-star preschool.”
N F          or. On the education front, the data has shown that “we are closing the black
achievement gap, particularly among black boys,” she said.
In addition, virtually all of the city’s pre-schools are small businesses, typically
owned by black women. These are women who have started such operations
because they love kids, said Whaley.
“We get a two-for: quality preschool and we help black women business owners succeed in their businesses,” she explained of the success the plan has had.
...continued on page 10

Whaley campaigning in Toledo

Whaley at Toledo’s African American Legacy Project

Open for healing
Tyree, UTMC Physical
Therapy Patient

OPEN FOR YOU
From preventative
care to treatment of
complex orthopaedic
and rehabilitation
needs, we are open to
serve our community.
utmc.utoledo.edu
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Social Security Column
        
  
        !"
Approximately 70 million Americans will see a 5.9% increase in their Social
#     #   #  $  Q##$U   
X               %%       
F    * ] $ &Q]$%ZU
N ]$%Z                %% 
This change means prices for goods and services, on average, are a little more
&      %% /   Q!*U        
Z   !*      F       
        ##$         
+             tain your Social Security COLA notice online using the Message Center in your
 #  #         ¢   O     
information in early December prior to the mailed notice.
If you prefer to access your COLA notice online and not receive the mailed
notice, you can log in to your personal my Social Security account at www.ssa.

gov/myaccount to opt out of a mailed COLA notice and any other notices that are
available online by updating your Preferences in the Message Center. Did you
know you can receive a text or email alert when there is a new message waiting
for you? That way, you always know when we have something important for
you – like your COLA notice. If you don’t have an account yet, you must create
one by November 17, 2021, to receive the 2022 COLA notice online.
January 2022 marks other changes that will happen based on the increase in
the national average wage index. For example, the maximum amount of earnings subject to Social Security payroll tax in 2022 will be higher. The retirement
earnings test exempt amount will also change in 2022 and you can view that at
www.ssa.gov/news/press/factsheets/colafacts2022.pdf.
+     ;#    # 
Security account today. Choose email or text under “Message Center Prefer < 
     O     
the 2022 COLA at www.ssa.gov/cola

Nan Whaley... continued from page 9

getting the support from their government.”
Z              
of the dissatisfaction of voters but also because of the corruption that plagues the
current state administration.
“In 2018, we did not have the FBI calling the Ohio state house the most corrupt state house in the country,” she said of the First Energy scandal in which the
federal government has accused state politicians of taking $61 million in bribes.
“Democrats do better when we have a corruption scandal,” she said of the current issues that have plagued Columbus Republicans. “The First Energy scandal,
by a factor of 10, is more appalling than what we have seen in the past. It is THE
 O                     
you have the most corrupt state in the country and the corruption will always get
in the way of a complete overhaul to make sure government is working for the
people.”
And the scandal and political atmosphere which led to it, encompasses more
          Z    9K   F Z       
funded his daughter’s campaign … he hired Sam Randazzo. It gets worse and
worse.”
9F Z    <Z  9>          

N                   9Z     
   < Z 9             
with their businesses.”
$         
 Z  ure as mayor, her gubernatorial campaign must now translate that seven-year
effort into a message that encourages Ohio voters to go to the polls and, then,
push the Democratic button.
Z   /             
a state which has become increasingly red over the last half decade or so.
The Republican candidate for president has won the state handily in the last
                    _  
fared much better than their Democratic opponents.
“I don’t look at the state of Ohio as being a red state or a blue state,” said
Z           F   =## # 
Brown won his race by eight points, the same margin by which Donald Trump
carried the state in his re-election contest in 2020.
“It’s a pretty swingy state. But people are frustrated by being forgotten and
ignored and it has nothing to do with what party you are in. People are working
harder and harder, getting paid less and less and their bills go up and they are not

... continued on page 13
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Fruit Favorites Gift Box

OR YOUR MONEY BACK

GUARANTEED!

ONLY

$2399*
Special, limitedtime offer!

ER
AFT

SAVE $15!
Reg. Price $37.99

E
FOR

Picked, packed & shipped
with care from the Grove

BE

ter

fFil

Lea

High in vitamins & antioxidants



Since 1947.
Hale Groves, Vero Beach,
FL 32966

IC: H2YH22

Call now and

SAVE 43%!

*Plus $5.99 handling per pack to the 48 contiguous states. Limited time offer, good while supplies last.
Not valid with any other offer. Limit 5 boxes per customer.

   

10% OFF SENIOR &

What a gift – our most popular high-quality citrus and orchard fruits in one
delicious assortment! Handpicked to order so it’s always fresh and perfect.

Order Item #296X Only $23.99* (reg. $37.99) plus $5.99 shipping & handling. Satisfaction completely
guaranteed. This gift ships in December at the peak of freshness. Order by Dec. 17, 2021
for GUARANTEED Christmas delivery. AZ, CA, TX & LA order by Dec. 14, 2021.

 

ADDITIONALLY

Our best-loved citrus and orchard fruits.

Call 1-844-280-9461 to order item 296X
or Visit HaleGroves.com/H2YH22

15% OFF
YOUR ENTIRE LEAFFILTER PURCHASE*

Fruit so fresh, it’s still on the tree when you order!
• 2 Grove Navels Juicy, tangy-sweet, and seedless: the world’s #1 orange!
• 1 Ruby Red Grapefruit So sweet, they never need sugar.
• 2 Honey-Sweet Tangerines Heavenly sweet and easy to peel. Kids love them!
• 2 Petite Red Navels Gorgeous red flesh with berry undertones.
• 2 Petite Golden Navels Snack-sized versions of the beloved classic.
• 2 Pears Juicy, creamy, and perfectly ripe.
• 2 Orchard Fresh Apples Crispy and fragrant with the sweet taste of fall.

ter

fFil

Lea

MILITARY DISCOUNTS

CALL US TODAY FOR

A FREE ESTIMATE

1-866-275-2715
Promo Code: 285

Mon-Thurs: 8am-11pm, Fri-Sat: 8am-5pm,
Sun: 2pm-8pm EST

!"

THE FIRST 50
CALLERS WILL

RECEIVE AN ADDITIONAL

5% OFF
YOUR ENTIRE INSTALL!
**Offer valid at estimate only

FINANCING
THAT FITS 1
  
1

Subject to credit
approval.
Call for details.

*The leading consumer reporting agency conducted a 16 month outdoor test of gutter guards in 2010 and recognized LeafFilter as the “#1 rated
professionally installed gutter guard system in America.” CSLB# 1035795 DOPL #10783658-5501 License# 7656 License# 50145 License#
41354 License# 99338 License# 128344 License# 218294 License# 603 233 977 License# 2102212986 License# 2106212946 License#
2705132153A License# LEAFFNW822JZ License# WV056912 License# WC-29998-H17 Nassau HIC License# H01067000 Registration#
176447 Registration# HIC.0649905 Registration# C127229 Registration# C127230 Registration# 366920918 Registration# PC6475
Registration# IR731804 Registration# 13VH09953900 Registration# PA069383 Suffolk HIC License# 52229-H
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Christmas Gifts at Your Local Book Store …
or Online – Part 1
By Terri Schlichenmeyer
The Truth Contributor
You knew this was coming.
O               ish your holiday shopping soon but it snuck up on
you, didn’t it? And even if you’re close to being
                 
who are impossible to buy for, right? Remember
this, though: books are easy to wrap and easy to
give, and they last awhile, too. So why not head to
the bookstore with your Christmas List and look for
these gifts...
Fiction
Is there a better book to give your BFF than How
to Kill Your Best Friend by Lexie Elliott? I think
not. This is a book about three friends who’ve been
inseparable since college. Sadly, one of them, a
strong swimmer, drowns under mysterious circumstances. Is there a murderer in their rapidly-shrinking friends circle?
Fans of thrillers will absolutely want to unwrap
Bullet Train by Kotaro Isaka       
       
 ments have a little too much in common for comfort. Give this book for a gift, along with two movie
tickets, since it’s about to become a motion picture.
The person on your gift list who loves mythology
will be very excited to see Daughters of Sparta by
Claire Heywood beneath the tree. This is a story of
two princesses of Sparta, of which little is expected
but birthing an heir and looking beautiful. But when
patriarchal society becomes too overbearing, the
princesses must decide what to do. Far from your
normal “princess” tale, this one has shades of feminism in ancient times.
The giftee who loves romantic happily-ever-after
may enjoy an anti-HEA with Rock Paper Scissors
by Alice Feeney, the story of a couple that’s struggling with their marriage. It’s nobody’s fault: he has
     `     
of being ignored. When they win a vacation, it’s a
chance to make things better. Or not.
The Poe fan on your gift list will love unwrapping Poe for Your Problems by Catherine BaabMiguira. Edgar Allen Poe as therapist? Who
knew? Add The Dictionary of Obscure Sorrows by
John Koenig to the gift box. It’s a book about words
and feelings and how obscure language might help
make things a little clearer.
Readers who particularly like storys with sugar
will love All the Lonely People by Mike Gayle. It’s
a tale of a lonely man who lives far from his family
                   N    
says she’s coming to visit and he must make fantasy
match reality. Wrap it up with The Phone Booth at
the Edge of the World by Laura Imai Messina.

It’s a beautiful story of loss, hope, and how we keep
memories alive when someone’s gone.
Readers who love underdog tales will be so happy
to unwrap Everyone in This Room Will Someday
Be Dead by Emily Austin. It’s the story of Gilda,
an atheist lesbian who lands a job as the receptionist at a Catholic church by mistake. When a friend
of the former receptionist tries to contact the deceased former secretary, Gilda impersonates the
woman. Problem is, the woman’s dead and Gilda’s
acting suspicious... Pair it up with The Mad Woman’s Ball by Victoria Mars, a novel set in France
in 1885. The Salpêtriére asylum is full of “insane”
women who may or may not really be insane. But
      `       
speak to the dead, hatches a plan to escape..
Historical novel fans will want to see Island
Queen by Vanessa Riley beneath the tree this year,
for sure. Based on a true story, it’s about Dorothy
Kirwan Thomas, who had been a slave. Once freed,
she ultimately became one of the most powerful,
               
West Indies in the early 1800s.
The folk music lover who just happens to also enjoy novels will love The Ballad of Laurel Springs
by Janet Beard. It’s the story starts with ten-yearold Grace, who learns something shocking about
her family’s past and the event became a song.
She’s not the only one, though: songs and lyrics tell
the rest of the tale, through generations of Tennessee folk music. Wrap it up with a promise of summer music festivals to come.
Mysteries
The whodunit fan on your list will be happy to
see A Slow Fire Burning by Paula Hawkins beneath the tree. It’s the tale of a nasty murder on a
London houseboat, and the three women who had
big, big reasons to want to see the victim dead.
For the reader who genuinely loves time-period
mysteries, look for Dead Dead Girls: A Harlem
Renaisance Mystery  
It’s Harlem,
1926 and young Black women are showing up

dead all over the area. This is too close for comfort for Louise Lloyd, and so when she’s given an
ultimatum – go to jail for a past transgression or
help solve these murders – well, the choice is clear,
  VN         
and your giftee will be looking for the rest after
New Years’ Eve. Or make it an even better gift by
adding Public Enemy #1 by Kiki Swinson, a novel about a new detective and a police department
    
If you’ve got someone on your list who likes
westerns and mysteries, why not marry the two by
wrapping up Dark Sky by C.J. Box. It’s another
in the Joe Pickett series (but it can be read alone),
and it’s the story of a wealthy man, poaching, and
murder, and it could send your giftee scrambling
for the rest of the Pickett books.
And why does your giftee love mysteries? The
answer lies inside Mystery: A Seduction, A Strategy, A Solution by Jonah Lehrer. This book ties
advertising with assassination, major league football to murder, Shakespeare with slayings, to show
how our curiosity and the urge to solve is tickled
by a mystery.
For readers who require a lot of grit in their novels, look for The Song His Mother Sings by Teresa Collins, the story of a mother whose son is
caught up in the drug trade. Trouble is, he thinks
        
  ?            8 
read.
  
No doubt, there’s someone on your gift list who’s
concerned about climate change. And so the book
to wrap up is Hurricane Lizards and Plastic Squid
by Thor Hanson, a natural historian. Here, Hanson reveals how climate change is driving evolution. And what will happen to us? Pair it with A
(Very) Short History of Life on Earth by Henry
... continued on page 11
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Gee, a small book that looks at the Big Picture, where we came from and where
we might go...
For the reader who’s new to America, or for someone welcoming a new immigrant to these shores, look for A Beginner’s Guide to America by Roya
Hakakian. Nearly forty years ago, Hakakian came to live in America from
Iran, and she noticed a few (ha!) differences that she writes about. This book is
a bit humorous, a bit tongue-in-cheek, and a lot helpful for new Americans and
for Americans who were born here, so that we might see ourselves as others do.
Wrap it up with How Iceland Changed the World by Egill Bjarnason, a small
island with a big world footprint.
The singer or orator on your list will devour This is the Voice by John Colapinto$            
ability to speak and verbally communicate as complex as we can has made us
the dominant creatures we are. Wrap it up with The Invention of Miracles by
Katie Booth, the true story of Alexander Graham Bell’s work with deaf individuals (including his wife).
If there’s a new cook on your list (or someone’s about to strike out on their
own), Burnt Toast and Other Disasters by Cal Peternell will be the perfect
     $            
lots of chance to impress, and hacks to take care of those inevitable kitchen
uh-ohs. And speaking of disasters, if your giftee is also concerned about health
matters and the environment, wrap up Toxin Nation by Marie D. Jones, a book
about manmade disasters and how it affects our food, air, water, and health.
Got an adventurer on your gift list? Then you can’t go wrong with True
Raiders by Brad Ricca.$       &      
the Covenant, a story that few know and that’s largely undiscussed. Your giftee
will be overjoyed to see Latitude by Nicholas Crane in the same gift box. It’s
the true story of a ten-year expedition that started in 1735, in which a dozen
men journey to determine the shape of the planet.
If you’ve got someone on your gift list who’s very interested in current and
world events, then The Raging 2020s by Alec Ross might be the perfect gift.
It’s a book that peers into our (possible) future in business, geographical issues,
politics, and more. Pair it up with Broke in America: Seeing, Understanding,
and Ending U.S. Poverty by Joanne Samuel Goldblum and Colleen Shaddox. It’s a book that looks into the future and offers ideas for hope.
The person who’s concerned with racial justice will be glad you gave State
of Emergency: How We Win in the Country We Built by Tamika D. Mallory. It’s an overall look at continuing racism in America, including what’s
happened in the past year or so; it’s a demand to think and a call to action for
everyone. Pair it with Better, Not Bitter by Yusef Salaam, a memoir as well as
an urge for racial justice.
For the giftee who worries about gun violence in America today, The Second:
Race and Guns in a Fatally Unequal America by Carol Anderson might be
a good gift. It’s about what she says is the real reason gun violence exists and
beware: it’s very controversial.
If it seems like the last two years have fractured families, you’re right. That’s
why Brothers, Sisters, Strangers: Sibling Estrangement and the Road to Reconciliation by Fern Schumer Chapman might be a great gift. Wrap it up for
someone or for yourself.
TV fans of that iconic Sunday night show will love getting Ticking Clock:

DENTAL Insurance
If you’ve put off dental care, it’s easy to get back on
track. Call Physicians Mutual Insurance Company now for
inexpensive dental insurance. Get help paying for the dental
care you need. Don’t wait.
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Get your

FREE
Information Kit
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available in CO, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for similar offer. Certiﬁcate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY:
P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN). Rider kinds: B438, B439 (GA: B439B).
6208-0721
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Behind the Scenes at 60 Minutes by Ira Rosen, producer of the show. Fans
and followers will love the behind-the-scenes peeks.
The person who hopes to conquer fear in the new year will appreciate a gift
of Professional Troublemaker: The Fear-Fighter Manual by Luvvie Ajayi
Jones. Jones is a blogger and public speaker and she knows how to take fear
out of the equation. Your giftee will see how three words can make all the difference, and how to make good trouble.
The reader who loves a good scare will enjoy The Vampire Almanac: The
Complete History by J. Gordon Melton, PhD. Pretty much everything you’d
ever want to know about the undead is in here. Dare to wrap it up with A Very
Nervous Person’s Guide to Horror Movies by Mathias Clasen, a book that
       Q U   
For the reader who dreams of life in the past or wishes to know the future,
Time Travel: The Science and Science Fiction by Nick Redfern is a book
to give this year. Filled with short entries and packed with information, ideas,
and possibilities from literature, philosophical thought, eyewitness accounts,
and science, this book may make your giftee wish they had a ticket now...
Much has been said about Black women and their hair, but your giftee will
love My Beautiful Black Hair by St. Clair Detrick-Jules. This book is full of
pictures of Black women and the styles they’re rocking, accompanied by those
womens’ stories. It’s a great gift for stylists, Black women who love their hair,
and for their daughters who must learn to.
If you’ve got someone on your list who wants to make the world a better place, then look for An Abolitionist’s Handbook: 12 Steps to Changing
Yourself and the World by Patrisse Cullors. Part memoir, part instruction,
this book will help show how good can be done, not just in big ways but in
everyday life. Wrap it up with Say Their Names: How Black Lives Came to
Matter in America by Curtis Bunn, Michael H. Cottman, Patrice Gaines,
Nick Charles, and Keith Harriston.
True Crime and Police Stories
The true-crime lover on your gift list will absolutely want to unwrap Rogue’s
Gallery: The Birth of Modern Policing and Organized Crime in Gilded Age
New York by John Oller. The title says it all; wrap it up with a couple mysteries for the best gift ever.
For the social activist on your list, or for anyone who wants to know more
about the death penalty, look at Let the Lord Sort Them: The Rise and Fall
of the Death Penalty by Maurice Chammah.#    F  
Row in Texas prisons, this book takes a look at penal punishment and how it
affects the condemned and those who know them.
A true crime lover knows that nothing is better than a great book as a gift, so
wrap up “Death on Ocean Boulevard: Inside the Coronado Mansion Case”
by Caitlin Rother. Rebecca Azhau’s death was ruled a suicide. Rother shows
that that might not be the case...
Your giftee will also be very happy with “American Serial Killers: The
Epidemic Years 1950-2000” by Peter Vronsky. It’s an anthology of crime
                        
more – and so wrap up “Serial Killers: The Minds, Methods, and Mayhem
of History’s Most Notorious Murders” by Richard Estep, for the best gift
... continued on page 13
Mr. Stechschulte... continued from page 4
change in the state funding model. If appointed, I will work on behalf of the
students in this community as a board member to defeat any and all threats
to public education. I will work as an ambassador to promote the district and
advocate for families to return to our district.
With this board’s support, I will work faithfully to make sure that public
education is available to all in our community. If appointed to the seat, I
have ample experience and knowledge of organizing, and leading campaigns
which will help tremendously when working to retain the position. My name
' _ "$           
Toledo City School Board.
Thank you in advance for your consideration and I look forward to hearing
from you.
Sincerely,
Elgin Rogers, Jr.
Minority Business Center... continued from page 7
ers, the other MBAC NOW-Toledo partners include the Ivy Entrepreneur Institute, Ohio Unity Coalition, Premier Bank and T. Parker & Co.
+     ! K+Y!Z%N   K
through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. All business consultations are free and
scheduled by appointment only by calling 419-213-3890.
For more information about Ohio MBAC NOW-Toledo, visit www.nwombac or contact Stayce Fowler, regional director, at Stayce.fowler@nwombac.
com or 419-213.3891.
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Christmas Gifts... continued from page 12
for a true crime fan ever.
For the Sports Lover
N         The Unreasonable Virtue of
Fly Fishing by Mark Kurlansky   N           
%   % %           
    
Y              
 N   Talking to GOATs by Jim Gray.
$      ?   !N    
Q?!N  VU#          /    
       
Z       VN 42 Today: Jackie Robinson and His Legacyedited by Michael G. Long.$    
    _           
   
X             %         
Sidelined: Sports, Culture, and Being a Woman in America by Julie
DiCaro.$     9   < &  & %
   &          Y   
     
$            The
Brain on Youth Sports by Julie M. Stamm, PhD.>        
         /    
History
The rea     ZZ$$       
Into the Forest by Rebecca Frankel.$            
 Y`               
  F               
    Z    $    
X        The Matter
of Black Lives: Writing from The New Yorker, edited by Jelani Cobb and
David Remnick.$          
                     
      Z  Black Nerd Problems by William
Evans & Omar Holmon      % 
  
>       Travels with George by Nathaniel Philbrick               
          ?      
Memoir and Biography
X      Redeeming Justice
by Jarrett Adams %    Z  /   %
 / 
              
 N     &         
        >      
 %   Z  The Prison Guard’s Daughter: My Journey
Through the Ashes of Attica by Deanne Quinn Miller      
      ]   
N   ZZ$$     Eva
and Eve by Julie Metz $       K `    % 
        K `    '    
  Y` %  \ Z     
   
>        /   Elizabeth and
Monty: The Untold Story of Their Intimate Friendship by Charles Casillo.
$            % 
 >%    
N                 Matchsticks by Fred Engh. In
'    K     
            ] '  
  '    K#     
  %     +      
     
X     The Most Fun Thing by Kyle Beachy.
N               
        %      9  <
     $     
$       We Came, We Saw, We
Left by Charles Wheelan. *     %  Z     %
     &     9    <   
]       &         Z  
       & 
X    +     Bour-
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   by Laurie Woolever+%
  % N        
 +            
X        But You Seemed So
Happy: A Marriage, in Pieces and Bits by Kimberly Harrington 
                 
              
_          Cleopatra: The Queen
Who Challenged Rome and Conquered Eternity by Alberto Angela.$ 
          Y  
Z         V> 
The Farm on Badger Creek: Memories of a Midwest Girlhood by Peggy
Prilaman MarxenV#  Z             
          %     
   ?     $      
      
City of Toledo... continued from page 6
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Nan Whaley... continued from page 10
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CLASSIFIEDS

CONSULTANT NEEDED
The Mental Health & Recovery Services Board of Lucas County
(MHRSB) seeks a consultant to help the Board align its staff and orga                 
Proposals are accepted through December 30, 2021. For scope of work
and information on where to submit proposals, please visit www.lcmhrsb.
oh.gov/publicnotice/ .

TARTA SEEKS FEEDBACK ON UPCOMING SERVICE
CHANGES
The Toledo Area Regional Transit Authority (TARTA) will host 4 public events to gather community feedback on upcoming proposed service
changes, which include:
• The introduction of Sunday service
• Expanded service on Saturday mornings
• Expanded Saturday hours for Routes 26 and 34
• Elimination of weekend Route 31C to UTMC, and maintaining or expansion of service on routes 31G and 31H
The purpose of these events is to seek comment from the public and the
business community of these changes. These forums will focus on the Title
VI equity analyses surrounding the service changes. Public meetings are
scheduled for the following dates:
• Virtual meeting, Monday, Dec. 20, 2021, 6-7 p.m.
• Virtual meeting, Tuesday, Dec. 28, 2021, noon-1 p.m.
• In-person Open House at TARTA Transit Hub, 612 N. Huron Street, Toledo, Monday, Jan. 3, 2022, 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
• In-person meeting at TARPS, 130 Knapp Street, Toledo, Wednesday,
Jan. 5, 2022, 5-6 p.m.
Registration and additional details will be available in the coming weeks
at tarta.com or by calling 419-243-7433. Customers and others from the
public interested in submitting questions may do so by sending them to
customer-relations@tarta.com.
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FILL IN RECEPTIONIST
The YWCA of Northwest Ohio is seeking a fill in receptionist to cover vacation, sick and personal time for regular staff in a 24-hour facility.
Must be able to work all three shifts, weekends and holidays and be
        
degree minimum, background in switchboard, public contact, receipting
money, bulk mailing and copying. Must be reliable, dependable, and able
to follow directions and work with little supervision. Experience in a social service environment is helpful. $15.00 per hour. Submit resume to
admin@ywcanwo.org<mailto:admin@ywcanwo.org> or mail to YWCA of
NWO 1018Jefferson Ave. Toledo, OH 43604

MEDIATOR POSITION AVAILABLE
The Fair Housing Center (Toledo) seeks an experienced mediator to serve
as a neutral party in their Landlord-Tenant Mediation department. The successful candidate will, through education and experience:
(1) Have a strong foundation of basic mediation skills and ethics for mediators.
! "   #           %  &   lords, tenants, and the general public.
(3) Be comfortable working with a widely diverse population of people.
(4) Have the ability to work effectively with people under stressful situations, identify problems and potential solutions, and be well-versed in con     ''  
*! &    ' +'% '    ;  =#
etc.) with ability to track activities in our proprietary case management system.
?! Q    !        ' +   X   
and eviction procedures.
(7)Have knowledge about and be able to interpret Federal, State, and Local laws concerning discrimination in housing; and
(8) Have the ability to build relationships with and educate the community
through outreach, presentations, and workshops.
[ % \
]!"        &%   
people) or equivalent required. Some amount of relevant experience may
be substituted for educational requirements;
!^     _'    ! '  
(3) One or more years experience in mediation.
This is a full-time (9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.) exempt position, with some evenings or weekends as needed. Additional training will be provided. The
` Q  j  ''  &  % 
How to Apply:
z             { %   Q|}ledofhc.org.

PROPOSALS WANTED FOR COMMUNITY MINI-GRANTS
The Mental Health & Recovery Services Board of Lucas County
(MHRSB) is seeking proposals for our upcoming Community Mini-Grant
Cycle. We have several mini-grants up to $5,000 available to organizations that serve our community. Interested grassroots organizations that
provide services to the populations that MHRSB serves are encouraged
to apply. Services can include but are not limited to programming that offers skills, strengths, resources, supports, or coping strategies to support
mental wellness. Proposals are to be submitted no later than 4:00 p.m.
EST on November 30, 2021. Direct all questions to netmail@lcmhrsb.
oh.gov. For more information, qualification criteria, and to submit your
proposal on our easy-to-fill online application, please visit http://www.
lcmhrsb.oh.gov/minigrant/.

CONSERVATION SCIENCE MANAGER
    ' { %   ' j   
^              
sciences, wildlife, or equivalent combination of education and work experi   ` X   %        
to review job description and apply. Applicants must submit an online application and resume. EOE
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The 10th Annual Christmas Bazaar at St.
Clements
The 10th Annual Christmas Bazaar was held on Saturday, December 11,
2021 at St. Clements Hall in west Toledo on a balmy early winter day featuring 64 degrees and wind. The wind did not stop the guests from stopping by
to shop for Christmas items. There were over thousand in attendance. Some
 F  * F  X + ? !>
some from Lambertville and Detroit, MI and surrounding areas.
There were 65 vendors in attendance. Some of the vendors who partici   # +  Y ] * 'N # 
 _  '&    + \      
$ F  _  N >  _    $ * F# 
#  * X&* >  F  `N  *%# F\  
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Y''F#<     
+ K `Z `     F"#
Z  
Christmas medleys and other genres of music for the audience.
N #  N  X K >   N 
Sojourner’s Truth Newspaper, Adventurous Travels and The Huntington
Y +    # +  + +`` %
 F  > # +     N  &   
     +  >  '&#  
at St. Clements Hall and for more information contact Donnetta Carter via
        QU%
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UToledo Panel Discusses Future of Education
By Dawn Scotland
Sojourner’s Truth Reporter
A town hall was held Wednesday, October 8, at the University of Toledo by
the Department of Educational Studies. The event “The Future of Education:
Divisive Concepts in the Classroom” featured four local experts discussing the
implications of pending House Bill 322 and House Bill 327.
House Bill 322 summarized:
“Pending Ohio legislation that prohibits the teaching, instructing, promoting,
and advocating of “Prohibited Concepts” that center on Race and Sex in Pre
K-12 Schools.”
House Bill 327 summarized:
“Pending Ohio legislation that prohibits the teaching, instructing, promoting,
and advocating of “Divisive Concepts” in Pre K-12, Higher Education, and Political Subdivisions. Violations incur severe penalties, including: suspension and
revocation of licensure, denial of tenure and employment and withholding up to
100% of state funding.”
Similar bills have already passed in nine states in the crusade against the teaching of so-called “Critical Race Theory” in the education system. Four panelists
offered their expertise in the discussion.
The bills are vague and have far reaching implications.
Restricting the Truth
9F  <   9             
people.” With the language used in these bills such topics as slavery, Jim Crow
and topics on sex and gender can be eliminated and barred from teaching in
classrooms.
Taking away from the power of the local school system to create its curriculum
The local school board has the power to create its own curriculum, and this
takes that away. In Toledo, this would eradicate the teaching of an afro-centric
curriculum, according to Sheena Barnes Toledo Public School Board Member.
Barring free speech
“Whether you agree or not [on subject matter] you should be deeply troubled

by the idea that a state
legislature can censor and
idea,” said Shawn Nelson, education lawyer and
attorney at Marshall Melhourn, LLC. “We should
all be deeply concerned
about the precedent this
sets.” The barring of free speech can extend well beyond House Bill 322 and
327.
The bills sanction strict penalties
Materials may be completely thrown out. Students can be ineligible to receive
course credit. Schools that do not adhere to the bill may lose up to 100 percent
of state funding and an educator may lose license, tenue or and/or employment.
Larger implications
The barring of speech and materials and strict penalties to offenders is akin
more to communist China or 1930s fascist Nazi Germany. The policing of information and ideas are contrary to the notions that this country was predicated
on, pointed out Darold Johnson, Director of Legislation at Ohio Federation of
Teachers. Americans should be concerned about what this can lead to.
Following the discussion, the panel answered questions from attendees in person and online. Many attending asked about how to take action to stop the legislation. Answers included visiting HonestyForOhioEducation.info, writing to
local legislature, spreading the word about the bills on social media and voting
 
         
The panelists for the night included Sheena Barnes, community advocate, executive Director of Equality Toledo and Toledo Public Schools Board Member;
Darold Johnson, public policy advocate and Director of Legislation at Ohio Federation of Teachers; Shawn Nelson, Attorney at Law (Marshall Melhorn, LLC)
and Robyn Lewis, future counselor and Psychology student at the University of
Toledo.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2022 AT 7PM
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 2022 AT 2PM
A PORTRAIT OF CONTEMPORARY AFRICAN AMERICAN
LIFE OF LOVE AND LOSS STARRING
ALLEN MICHAEL JONES AND AUNDI MARIE MOORE.
2020 WINNER FOR BEST NEW OPERA,
MUSIC CRITICS ASSOCIATION

FOR TICKETS, TOLEDOOPERA.ORG OR 419-255-7464

